
 To all volunteers and members of COARES.  
 
I want to thank you all for your patience while COARES leadership works through the misunderstanding 
that took COARES repeaters off the air. We are still engaged in that discussion but with a gracious and 
supportive attitude on both sides I’m confident we are near putting COARES back on the air.  
 
I don’t hesitate to tell anyone that the Franklin County ARES program is my most important program in 
Ohio, primarily because this is the ‘face’ of amateur radio before the state capitol and state agencies. 
We must be at our best! After a close look at COARES it is clear that we need to step up our game and 
do what we can to revitalize the organization. This should be an exciting year as we emphasize training 
and activities that will involve all of you in, we hope, a fresh new endeavor.  
 
As a part of our reorganization to accomplish these goals, I have asked Kal and Kevin to reinvest their 
many years of experience into specific roles at which they both excel- Kal in major event coordination 
and Kevin as net manager. I am deeply grateful to both for their willingness to take on new challenges 
within COARES.  
 
As an Interim EC for Franklin County, I have relied on my Assistant SEC, Matt Curtin KD8TTE who is 
spearheading our cooperation with COTS and very familiar with our goals for COARES.  
 
I am excited and pleased to tell you that once Matt’s efforts are complete, we have confirmed two well 
qualified people to step into the leadership roles. John Montgomery, N8PVC is well regarded throughout 
Central Ohio for his work with the Central Ohio Severe Weather Net and with the growing MESH 
activities. John has agreed to become EC for Franklin County ARES. COSWN will (and I believe should) 
remain a separate organization, in which I would urge all COARES members to participate. I hope you 
will all encourage John, and welcome him!  
 
As District Emergency Coordinator for District 7, I am very pleased that Mory Fuhrmann, N8KKW, has 
agreed to pick up the reigns. Mory has a career in the fire and emergency services, he’s a long-time 
volunteer with the Red Cross, NCS for COSWN, degreed in emergency management, and a first class 
supervisor. Mory’s charge is to cultivate a relationship among the counties in District 7, and provide 
emergency planning that is sorely needed on a regional basis.  
 
Please welcome John and Mory, and give a hearty thank-you to Kal and Kevin.  
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